Mask-aligner lithography using a continuous-wave diode laser frequency-quadrupled to 193 nm
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Abstract: We present a mask-aligner lithographic system operated with a frequency-quadrupled continuous-wave diode laser emitting at 193 nm. For this purpose, a 772 nm diode laser is amplified by a tapered amplifier in the master-oscillator power-amplifier configuration. The emission wavelength is upconverted twice, using LBO and KBBF nonlinear crystals in second-harmonic generation enhancement cavities. An optical output power of 10 mW is achieved. As uniform exposure field illumination is crucial in mask-aligner lithography, beam shaping is realized with optical elements made from fused silica and CaF2 featuring a diffractive non-imaging homogenizer. A tandem setup of shaped random diffusers, one static and one rotating, is used to control speckle formation. We demonstrate first experimental soft contact and proximity prints for a field size of 1 cm² with a standard binary photomask and proximity prints with a two-level phase mask, both printed into 120 nm layers of photoresist on unstructured silicon substrates.

OCIS codes: (140.2020) Diode lasers; (140.3300) Laser beam shaping; (140.3515) Lasers, frequency doubled; (140.7240) UV, EUV, and X-ray lasers; (220.3740) Lithography, (220.4241) Nanostructure fabrication.
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1. Introduction

Mask-aligner lithography is a microfabrication technique used in research and production to transfer a mask pattern to a photoresist-coated substrate [1]. Mask and wafer are arranged in close proximity or in contact to achieve full-field structuring with a modest resolution at low costs and high flexibility. While contact lithography offers higher resolution, possible damage to mask and photoresist layer, decreasing both yield and mask lifetime, inhibit its use for most production scenarios. For both contact and proximity mask-aligner lithography, the resolution scales with wavelength. Modern mask-aligners mainly rely on high-pressure mercury arc lamp illumination sources (g-, h-, i-line; 436, 405, and 365 nm), since these offer high intensities at low cost and complexity [2].

The spatial resolution of the printing process in mask-aligner lithography can be improved by introducing a light source with a reduced wavelength. Using KrF and ArF excimer lasers, emitting in the mid- and deep-ultraviolet (MUV and DUV) at 248 nm and 193 nm and operated in a pulsed regime [3–6], in principle can be applied to mask-aligner lithography [7]. However, the actual integration is complex and expensive. Rather extreme conditions, such as corrosive and large volume gas mixtures at high pressures and voltages exceeding 40 kV, are required for high-power operation [8]. Moreover, in the DUV, feasible optical materials are restricted to crystalline calcium fluoride (CaF$_2$) and UV-grade fused silica. The formation of color centers emerging from the high peak powers in pulsed operation leads to a degradation in transmittance over time in such materials [9]. In SiO$_2$, a compaction of the optical material, arising from the high-energy pulses, results in a change of the refractive index and hence the imaging properties of the system [10,11]. Quite a frequent maintenance, including gas exchange and electrode replacement, is furthermore required and adds to complexity and cost when using such KrF and ArF excimer lasers.

To entirely mitigate these problems we present here a novel approach for a mask-aligner illumination that relies on a frequency-quadrupled continuous-wave (CW) diode laser as light source [12]. The source has a monomodal stable output at 193 nm [13]. This wavelength is chosen for its compatibility to the photolithography technology developed for the ArF excimer laser, especially the photoresist chemistry tailored to work in the specified illumination regime [14], with chemically amplified resists necessary for DUV wavelengths. The generation of CW light relying on diode and solid-state lasers for wavelengths below 200 nm has been practically inhibited by the unavailability of suitable materials, i.e., nonlinear crystals with suitable frequency-conversion properties in the desired wavelength range. The introduction of high-quality potassium fluoro-beryllo-borate (KBBF) crystals has just been closing this gap [15–17].

Our light source features two second-harmonic generation (SHG) processes. In a first stage, the amplified emission of the 772 nm diode laser (DL pro, TOPTICA Photonics) is converted to 386 nm in a lithium triborate (LBO) crystal. For the subsequent second SHG stage (386 nm to 193 nm conversion), a KBBF crystal is employed. The obtained maximum CW optical output power is 10 mW at the moment, but could be augmented to output powers exceeding 50 to 100 mW.

Up to now, the output of such a laser system is mainly used as seed laser for hybrid high-coherence pulsed excimer systems, as for example demonstrated in [18]. While featuring a narrow linewidth and high coherence at high output powers, the excimer amplifier is again complex and expensive. Our approach for mask-aligner lithography features a significant simplification, and the greatly reduced device dimensions allow a tabletop light source. Two recent publications demonstrate mask-aligner lithography relying on laser illumination. Partel et al. introduced an excimer laser emitting at a wavelength of 193 nm to a mask-aligner [7]. Beam homogenization is realized using microlens arrays, while the broadband multimode spectrum of the source mitigates interference effects. Full-field patterning with critical dimensions
of 2 \textmu m in 10 \textmu m gap proximity lithography is demonstrated. Weichelt et al. use a laser source emitting at a wavelength of 355 nm, close to i-line illumination [19]. To avoid speckle formation, they implement a rotating holographic diffuser. In addition, a galvanometer scanner is used to shape the angular spectrum. While they report on pinhole Talbot lithography and complex lateral patterns, minimal critical dimensions and the uniformity of the full field are not discussed.

In our system, monomodal light generation results in a high brilliance, and consequently enables low-loss beam-shaping and -homogenization. The continuous emission offers a uniform power distribution in time, preventing short-termed heat peaks in optical elements, photomask, and photoresist. As for excimer lasers, the output has to be shaped and homogenized in order to obtain a two-dimensional flat-top illumination profile, i.e., uniform intensity and angular distribution in the photomask plane.

We present simulations and experimental results for the beam homogenization using a two-stage homogenizer setup with a diffractive optical element (DOE) and discuss its optical performance. The high coherence of the laser is undesired in mask-aligner lithography, since it results in the formation of speckle patterns in the wafer plane [20]. The application of shaped random diffusers to mitigate this problem is described. While our findings are obtained for a small print field of approximately 1 cm², the homogenization strategy can be extended to larger field sizes. A modification of the angular spectrum of the illumination is possible by means of mechanical apertures in the output plane of the first homogenizer [2,21].

Proximity prints of resolution structures (lines and spaces, vias) using a standard amplitude mask are performed in a mask-aligner. The mask-aligner is outfitted with a reflectometric measurement system for exposure gap control [1] and, together with a high-precision six-axis stage, offers sub-micron positioning capabilities. In addition, parallel lines and spaces as well as hexagonal dot arrays using a chromeless binary phase mask are demonstrated.

All together, we document in this contribution how an entire mask-aligner photolithographic system operating with a continuous high-power light source emitting at a wavelength of 193 nm has to look like. The successful demonstration of actual lithographically fabricated samples paves the way for such technology towards future exploration. To document such a system, we start by explaining the details of the source in section 2, outline the details of the beam shaping and the control of its coherence properties in section 3, and detail the lithographic results in a finalizing section.

2. DUV mask-aligner photolithography with continuous-wave laser illumination

2.1. Mask-aligner lithography

As mentioned before, mask-aligner photolithography allows for the full-field transfer of structural information of a photomask to a photosensitive target, e.g. a photoresist-coated substrate. Contact exposure, while offering the best resolution in the range of the illumination wavelength, is frequently not the best choice in most production environments as resist sticking to the mask reduces reproducibility, yield, and, in consequence mask lifetime.

All these problems are avoided when using proximity printing which usually implies gaps between mask and wafer in the range of 20 \textmu m to 50 \textmu m. Here, resolution is limited by diffraction at the mask structures. The achievable resolution follows the relation

\[ \text{Resolution} \sim \sqrt{g \cdot \lambda} \]  

with the proximity gap \( g \) and the exposure wavelength \( \lambda \) [22].

As readily seen from relation (1), there are two possibilities to increase the resolution of proximity printing: to decrease the gap and/or the exposure wavelength. As the gap is limited by substrate flatness and similar factors to a minimum of approximately 20 \textmu m, the natural choice is to deploy illumination sources with shorter wavelengths than those of typical light sources for mask-aligners such as mercury high-pressure arc lamps.
Typically, lithographic exposure requires a uniform intensity distribution in the mask plane, a top-hat beam profile in the ideal case. In addition, telecentric illumination with uniform angular spectrum is generally desired. We investigate a concept of laser beam shaping applied to a highly coherent source to enforce these desired properties.

2.2. Mask-aligner illumination in the deep-ultraviolet regime

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic layout of the 193 nm CW laser. The output of a diode laser is routed through a Faraday isolator (FI) and magnified in a tapered amplifier (TA). For frequency conversion, a lithium triborate (LBO) and a potassium fluoro-beryllo-borate (KBBF) crystal is used. Active feedback control is implemented via piezo elements (PZT). Adapted from [13]. (b) Beam profile measured at the laser output.

To improve the printable resolution, we introduce here a semiconductor CW laser source with an emission wavelength of 193 nm [13] to a mask-aligner. Figure 1(a) depicts a schematic layout of the laser. The laser is realized according to the master-oscillator power-amplifier (MOPA) principle: a stabilized extended cavity diode laser with a narrow linewidth of less than 10 kHz at 772 nm acts as the seed laser, feeding a tapered amplifier which enhances the optical power to 3 W. Lenses are used to shape the beam profile prior the SHG cavities, and Faraday isolators are inserted to prevent back reflections into both the seed laser and the tapered amplifier. The first SHG stage consists of a bow-tie enhancement cavity with a LBO nonlinear crystal, which converts the input light to a wavelength of 386 nm. The second SHG stage uses a KBBF crystal sandwiched between two CaF$_2$ prisms to optically access the necessary crystal direction, also in a bow-tie cavity configuration. This stage results in an upconversion to the DUV emission wavelength of 193 nm. Both SHG cavities are stabilized via the Pound-Drever-Hall scheme using piezoelectric actuators [23]. The optical output power at the final wavelength depends most sensitively on the beam position in the KBBF crystal, and is typically 7 mW in a single fundamental mode, with a maximum of 10 mW for the crystal in use. While the power of the laser is orders of magnitude lower than achieved in current excimer technology, an upscaling is possible by improvements in the bonding of the KBBF crystal.

After the frequency quadrupling, the output beam still possesses a spectral linewidth of < 500 kHz [13], which is by far superior compared to standard high-pressure mercury arc lamps and even superior compared to a linewidth of 2.5 GHz for top-notch lithography [5].

The beam has an elliptic profile, imposed by the second SHG stage (DUV output direction not parallel to the pump laser direction, see [13]). Figure 1(b) depicts the beam profile 200 mm behind the laser output. To avoid contamination, the output facet is purged with nitrogen.
2.3. Coherence control

The monomodal laser light source features very high spatial and temporal coherence, which might result in unwanted interference effects. These manifest as speckle and coherent multiple reflections off the optical elements in the setup. Speckle cause a random amplitude and phase distribution forming the illumination pattern in the photomask plane and, consequently, in the photoresist. Interference fringes caused by multiple reflections also contribute to non-uniformities in the exposure of the photoresist.

To address both issues, the spatial coherence of the source needs to be reduced. For this reason, optical diffusers are placed directly after the beam outlet and alignment mirrors, as depicted schematically in Fig. 2(a). Here we use a tandem setup of randomly shaped diffusers manufactured by Suss MicroOptics SA, as shown in detail in Fig. 2(b). A white light interferometric image of the static diffuser reveals the surface height profile, as depicted in Fig. 3(a). From goniometric measurements, measured at 633 nm, we obtain a divergence angle of 0.59° for the first, static diffuser, while the second, rotating diffuser has a divergence angle of 2.58° [see Fig. 3(b)]. For a separation of 60 mm between both diffusers, the diameter of the spot on the second diffuser amounts to 5 mm.

To avoid intensity variations in the mask plane arising from speckle formation, we exploit the integrating nature of the photoresist. Imagine a specific instant in time, with two mutually static diffusers. The speckle pattern formed at this moment in mask and photoresist planes depends on the microscopic configuration of the two diffusers at this point. The rotation of one diffuser with respect to the other varies the speckle pattern, with total statistical independence once the diffuser is moved farther than the lateral speckle size. A temporal integration in the photoresist yields the ensemble average, practically eliminating speckle [20,24]. This temporal averaging over independent speckle fields also mitigates the possible effects of temporal coherence of the

Fig. 2. (a) Optical setup with beam-shaping elements. Depicted are static and rotating diffusers, dielectric mirrors $M_{1-4}$, condenser lens $L_{1}$, illumination filter plate (IFP), diffractive optical element (DOE) in Fresnel configuration, Fourier lens $L_{2}$, front lens $L_{3}$, changeable area blocking aperture (CABA), zero-order blocking filter (ZOBF), and imaging lens $L_{4}$. (b) Diffuser setup to adjust the coherence of the illumination. Different possible combinations of static and rotating diffusers are depicted.
illuminating light source. In addition, subsequent homogenizers also help in controlling the speckle size. Each beamlet generated by the mixing element of a homogenizer can be interpreted as a secondary source. The superposition of all these beamlets in the homogenizers’ Fourier plane leads to a decrease in lateral coherence [25]. Our homogenization setup is discussed in section 2.4.

The ability of speckle to interfere, expressed as the coherence length, is given by the correlation between the intensity distribution at two points of a speckle pattern. This coherence length coincides with the average size of a speckle [26]. According to [27, 28], the $1/e$ speckle size in radial and longitudinal directions are calculated as the normalized correlation function of a developing speckle pattern (Eqn. (4) of [28]). As this relation is derived for a paraxial system with thin-lens approximation it serves to illustrate the order of magnitude. Furthermore, the results are valid only for fully developed speckle, i.e. speckle in the Fraunhofer far-field regime. Since lens $L_1$ in our setup performs a Fourier transform on the propagating beam, we can consider any position behind the lens to be in the far field, thus showing fully developed speckle. The radial speckle diameter on the DOE amounts to approximately $10 \mu m$. In comparison, the subaperture diameters on the DOE are $\approx 2 \text{ mm}$, and, consequently, incoherent illumination can be assumed.

To suppress interference effects caused by the Fabry-Perot response of optical elements in the setup, the longitudinal coherence length has to be considered. The $1/e$ length of speckle incident on the mixing element of the diffuser can be calculated as $\approx 1 \text{ mm}$, following the same approach introduced in [28]. This is shorter than the optical path length (OPL) for multiple reflections of any element in our illumination setup (here OPL = 2$d$-n of an element of thickness $d$ and refractive index $n$). Solely the proximity gap between photomask and substrate of $\leq 20 \mu m$ as well as the photoresist are considerably thinner. To avoid interference fringes, parallel leveling of photomask and substrate is crucial as any error in parallelism causes fringes. In our setup, we use reflectometric sensors in conjunction with a high-precision six-axis positioning stage to achieve precise leveling.

Further optimization requires applying a bottom anti-reflective coating (BARC) between wafer and photoresist, typically implemented to avoid the formation of standing waves within the photoresist [14].

**2.4. Illumination homogenizing**

To realize uniform illumination in the mask plane, we implement the principle of a non-imaging homogenizer [29]: A micro-optical mixing element divides an incoming light field into individual beamlets, which in turn are superimposed by a spherical lens in its focal plane. The lens is
typically referred to as Fourier lens (focal length of 200 mm). We use an eight-level DOE in Fresnel design featuring a hexagonal array of Fresnel lenslets with half-axis of 1.9 mm and 2.2 mm, optimized for a wavelength of 193 nm. It is illuminated by the speckle field arising from the diffuser setup, as shown in Figure 2.

The eight-level DOE possesses a theoretical maximum diffraction efficiency of 95 % [30], which is not reached with the element in use. This non-unity efficiency leads to a strong zeroth order in the Fourier plane, restraining the uniformity. To mitigate this effect, we introduce an opaque circular aperture, designated zero-order blocking filter (ZOBF). By placing this element not directly in the superposition plane, but slightly out of focus, it is possible to soften the intensity spike instead of blocking it. This results in an overall uniform intensity, as demonstrated in section 3.

The principle of two staged diffusers is solved in an integrated way. We chose shaped random diffusers for our diffuser setup. These diffusers consist of a multitude of convex facets, all with close similarity in shape but with random arrangement across the surface, as depicted in Fig. 3(a). In the far field, their behavior is equivalent to standard ground glass diffusers in terms of causing speckle while offering known divergence angles. This enables the combination of beam shaping and coherence control in one element. In our case, the second diffuser together with the collimation lens acts already as a non-imaging diffuser. An object-side telecentric setup is realized by placing the diffuser in the object-side focal plane of the lens (or rather by placing the diffuser such that the focal point of an on-axis facet and the focal point of the collector lens coincide). Due to restriction in space, we had to place the DOE close to the collimator lens, closer than the collimator lens’ focal length. Thus, the superposition of the beamlets emerging from the diffusers is not complete. The DOE is not uniformly illuminated, which can be seen in the measured angular spectra shown in Fig. 4 later on. We deem this less important than underfilling the hole free diameter of the DOE.

3. Ray-tracing simulation and measurement of mask-aligner illumination

3.1. Coherent and incoherent simulation of illumination

Simulating coherent light sources typically requires a rigorous solution of Maxwell’s equations to incorporate the full nature of coherence. This is typically not included in large-scale optical modeling as ray-tracing [31], and the modeling of diffusers thus requires an exact model of their surface. Moreover, calculating array optics is likewise not trivial [32,33]. Despite using a coherent light source, a fully coherent simulation is not necessary, exploiting the following properties of our setup: long exposure times with respect to diffuser rotation speed, the time-continuous output of our laser, and the integrating nature of the photoresist.

After passing the rotating diffuser, the laser beam forms a speckle field, which is uncorrelated with respect to every continuous position of the rotating diffuser for displacement due to rotations larger than the speckle size as discussed in section 2.3. At the photoresist, the intensity distribution of each diffuser orientation is summed up. This temporal superposition of many interference patterns leads to an overall homogenizing effect. The continuous laser emission facilitates this homogenization. The contrast of the overall speckle pattern scales with $m^{-\frac{1}{2}}$, with $m$ being the number of uncorrelated speckle patterns within the exposure time [20]. For a CW source, the rotation speed of the diffuser is thus not an important parameter, as long as the integration time comprises at least one full diffuser revolution.

This implies for the simulation of the mask-aligner illumination that the overall intensity distribution can be modeled using incoherent sources only. Simulating a diffuser is thus reduced to using sources with random emission angles. Source modeling is further simplified by the design of the shaped random diffusers [20], which leads to a well-known angular distribution of the scattered light. The ray tracing program Zemax has been used in all simulations.
3.2. Beam shaping with diffuser and DOE

Fig. 4. Upper row: Simulation of the illumination system; intensity distribution in different planes. (a) Single beamlets in a plane conjugated to the DOE. (b) Mask plane intensity distribution without ZOBF. (c) Mask plane intensity distribution with ZOBF. Lower row: measurements of the actual illumination system at the same planes and in similar configuration as (a-c). (d) and (f) were imaged through a 150 mm lens instead of the 200 mm lens used for (e) and are thus scaled by a factor of 1.3.

The illumination setup as implemented in the lab, compare Fig. 2(a), was simulated following the approach described above. The diffuser was modeled by a circular surface source with a diameter of 4 mm and a divergence angle of 3°. All lenses were simulated using their equivalent lens model in the ZEMAX lens catalog. The lenses L₁, L₂, L₃ each have a focal length of 200 mm (∼ 180 mm at 193 nm). Behind L₁, the beam diameter is roughly 25 mm. The lenslets of the hexagonal Fresnel DOE have a pitch of 1.9 mm and an individual focal length of 15.2 mm. L₄ has a focal length of 150 mm (∼ 135 mm at 193 nm). Simulation results of the intensity in selected planes are shown in Figs. 4(a) to 4(c).

Figures 4(d) to 4(f) show the measured intensities in the same planes and of the same configurations as considered in the simulations. To visualize the 193 nm radiation, a screen was fabricated by applying a fluorescent dye (LUGB 5 from LUMINOCHEM) onto a polymer film, and the beam profile on the screen is captured by a CCD camera. Clumping of the dye particles limited its uniform distribution, thus introducing the dots and granular intensity centers, visible in Figs. 4(e) and 4(f). An improvement of our measurement equipment here is needed and foreseen for future work.

We attribute the scaling mismatch in all three pictures 4(d) to 4(f) to imperfect positioning of the elements in the lab setup. In addition, the performance of the real microlens array is superior to the simulated one, as is visible in Fig. 4(e). A small tilt in the optical axes of the DOE’s illumination and the subsequent Fourier lens causes the visible difference between simulation and measurement in Figs. 4(a) and (d), respectively. This difference has no measurable influence
in the printing performance of the system.

By adapting the angular spectrum of illumination to the specific mask design, diffraction effects can be minimized [2,21], which leads to enhanced resolution and print quality. Angular shaping is a prerequisite for advanced resolution-enhancement techniques, as off-axis illumination and source-mask optimization [34,35], and demonstrated for amplitude and phase mask in section 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.

Figures 4(a) and 4(d) show the simulation and the measurement of the intensity distribution in different beamlets, respectively. As clearly visible in both figures, the intensity per channel is maximal in the center on the overall optical axis and decreases towards the edges. This intensity distribution originates from the non-uniform illumination of the DOE due to non-ideal spacing of optical elements as discussed in section 2.4.

We define the optical efficiency of our system as the ratio of optical power in the mask plane to the laser output power. For the described setup, the optical efficiency amounts to \( \approx 12.5\% \). We would like to point out that the presented setup relies on optical elements without antireflection coatings. At each interface, reflection amounts to about 6% at the considered wavelength. In total, reflection at all interfaces combined with the non-unity efficiency of the DOE (>80%) leads to losses of \( \approx 66\% \) in optical power. The beam-shaping itself thus contributes to optical losses by a share of 21.5%, including the intensity attenuation at the ZOBF.

4. Experimental results

As a proof-of-principle, we present lithographic results using 193 nm CW illumination for an amplitude mask and for a chromeless two-level phase mask, both fabricated from UV-grade fused silica. We like to emphasize that although our proof-of-principle results are obtained for a small printing field of 1 cm\(^2\), the homogenization principles can be applied to achieve full-field mask-aligner lithography.

Our mask-aligner possesses an Etel Sarigan high-precision movement stage to position the photoresist-covered wafer relative to the photomask. The mutual distance is measured with an Avantes spectroscopic reflectometry setup at three positions, enabling leveling of mask and wafer with sub-micron precision. The DUV photoresist TOK TARF-P6239 ME, optimized for

Fig. 5. SEM micrograph of resolution structures in photoresist, patterned in soft contact between mask and wafer. The lines and spaces have critical dimensions of (a) 375 nm and (b) 500 nm.
designs featuring lines and spaces, is spin-coated onto silicon wafers and pre-baked at 110 °C for one minute, resulting in a thickness of 120 nm.

Subsequently, the resist is exposed, with exposure doses adapted to the intensity in the mask plane. Typically, the exposure dose for both amplitude and phase mask amounts to 11 mJ cm\(^{-2}\) (measured with a Thorlabs Photodiode S120VC) at a stabilized laser output of 5 mW. Following the exposure, a post-exposure bake (110 °C, 1 min) is conducted on a hotplate, and the resist is developed for one minute in AZ MIF 327 in a puddle process.

4.1. Amplitude mask

The amplitude photomask was fabricated by e-beam lithography and consists of typical lithography resolution structures, featuring lines and spaces, square and circular vias, and their inverse structures. The critical dimension in the mask are directly transferred to the wafer.

Photomask and wafer are brought into soft contact. Print results are depicted in Fig. 5 for critical dimensions of 375 nm and 500 nm. The resolution structures are clearly resolved, and the shapes of squares and spheres are reproduced. Lines and spaces are resolved down to a critical dimension of 375 nm. Squares and holes require a lower exposure dose and have to be optimized separately. The angular spectrum for the illumination possesses a maximum angle of 2.7°.

As discussed before, bringing the mask and the photoresist in contact is not desirable, since it introduces defects and hence reduces the yield and reproducibility of the lithographic process. Mask-aligner lithography in proximity mode is the preferred fabrication technique. Figure 6 shows optical micrographs of lines and spaces with critical dimensions of 1750 nm and 2000 nm, obtained for a proximity gap of 20 µm. Small line-end deviations arise, originating from diffraction, which can be alleviated for example by applying the principle of optical proximity correction (OPC, not included here). The width of the bars depends sensitively on the contrast of the imaging process and the contrast of the resist, and can be adapted by the exposure dose. As described in section 3, the uniformity of the illumination leads to consistent results all over the print field. Similar results are obtained for a proximity gap of 15 µm, as depicted in Fig. 7. In comparison, in mask-aligner lithography using i-line illumination the resolution is typically limited to some 3 µm [36].

In addition, we show etched structures, using a chromium layer as etch stop patterned by lift-off. Figure 8 depicts scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of resolution structures before chromium removal, etched in an ICP-RIE with chlorine chemistry. These results demonstrate that our 193 nm CW laser source can be conveniently used together with prevalent semiconductor technology.

![Fig. 6. SEM images of resolution structures in photoresist, patterned with a proximity gap of 20 µm. Here the lines and spaces have critical dimensions of (a) 1750 nm and (b) 2000 nm. The emergence of line-end deviations are caused by diffraction, and can be improved by principles of optical proximity correction (OPC).](image)
Fig. 7. SEM images of resolution structures in photoresist, patterned with a proximity gap of 15 µm between mask and wafer. The lines and spaces have critical dimensions of (a) 1750 nm and (b) 2000 nm.

4.2. Phase mask

In order to tap the full potential of our setup, we apply a two-level phase mask, with a step height corresponding to a phase shift of π. Essentially, gratings with different periods and hexagonal hole arrays have been fabricated (see Fig. 9). The illumination is adapted to obtain near-plane-wave illumination by selecting only small illumination angles. This is achieved by inserting a circular illumination filter plate (IFP) in front of the DOE, i.e. only the central channels contribute to the illumination (compare section 3.2). The seven spots in the center are transmitted, see Fig. 4(a), corresponding to illumination angles centered around 0° and 0.57°.

We show here line gratings with a half-pitch of 500 nm in proximity lithography featuring a gap of 20 µm, see Fig. 9(a). Larger periods have also been realized. The visible edge roughness might originate from minor variations in the dose reaching the photoresist and can be addressed by further exposure dose optimizations.

Furthermore, we demonstrate a hole array in hexagonal arrangement with a center-to-center
distance of 650 nm, as depicted in Fig. 9(b). Such patterns are required for example to fabricate photon multipliers [37] or photonic crystals for bio-sensing [38]. Mask-aligner lithography represents a cost-effective fabrication technology for hole arrays compared to wafer steppers (expensive), e-beam lithography (slow), or nano-imprint (yield).

We would like to point out two aspects for future development: Due to the high coherence of the source, in principle it is possible to directly illuminate the phase mask, by simply introducing a beam expansion to cover the desired field size. However, due to the inhomogeneous beam profile of the laser beam, see Fig. 1(b), additional beam homogenization is required. Moreover, beam shaping can also be integrated into the laser housing to achieve a Gaussian or flat-top output by default.

![Fig. 9. Periodic structures in photoresist using a phase mask, patterned with a proximity gap of 20 µm between mask and wafer. The grating period in (a) amounts to 1 µm, and the center-to-center distance in (b) is 650 nm.](image)

5. Conclusion

We present in a proof-of-principle experiment the suitability of a 193 nm CW diode laser as a light source for high-resolution mask-aligner lithography. The optical performance is comparable to prevalent excimer light sources in the DUV, while the continuous-wave operation of our light source features an improvement in ease of implementation, source stability, and thermal heat load. Our investigation comprises both soft-contact and proximity exposures. Standard amplitude photomasks (chromium layer on fused silica substrate) as well as chromeless two-level phase masks have been investigated.

We designed at first the necessary illumination system incorporating the DUV laser light source and presented it. A beam shaping concept for mask-aligner illumination at 193 nm has been introduced, characterized, and discussed. Diffractive optical elements (DOE) with hexagonally arranged eight-level Fresnel lenslets have been integrated. In the flat-top intensity distribution shaped with the DOE, a strong intensity spike caused by a zero-order contribution has been both simulated and observed, whereas the effect is less pronounced in observation than expected from simulation. It has been shown how the introduction of a defocused blocking aperture allows for correction of this intensity spike, thus enabling uniform illumination in the mask plane. The introduction of a set of rotating and fixed shaped diffusers proved sufficient to avoid interference effects in the photoresist, emerging from the highly coherent laser beam. Upon integrating the source into the actual photolithographic system, we have also assessed its actual performance. The print resolution improvement in mask-aligner lithography anticipated by introducing a DUV light source follows the expectations: Lines and spaces structures with minimum feature sizes of < 2 µm were printed with a proximity gap of up to 20 µm. In addition, in soft contact we demonstrate resist structures (lines and spaces) with minimum feature size of 375 nm with a binary mask.
Further improvement can be achieved by implementing an illumination setup with refractive microoptical Koehler integrators. This is expected to increase the illumination uniformity and hence the overall performance. Furthermore, it is worthwhile to study the difference between imaging and non-imaging Koehler integrators for laser beam shaping. Based on the high coherence and thus good collimation of the laser, no major differences between the two setups are expected.

The intensity homogenization of the illumination setup for phase mask exposures requires also further optimization. Here, the difficulties arise from the need of plane wave illumination incident normal to the mask surface, while at the same time controlling the coherence length to not suffer from Fabry-Perot interferences of optical elements in the beam path.

Industrial applications require the full exposure of large substrates. This can be realized either by scaling the optics to full-field exposure or by stitching exposure fields of intermediate size. The former requires a simple upscaling of optical elements. The latter allows to use small high-resolution photomasks, which can be fabricated at reasonable prices, for full substrate exposure by stepping.

Finally, to maintain reasonably short exposure times, an increase of the laser output power is necessary. This can eventually be realized by improving the SHG in the KBBF crystal. With such an upgrade, optical lithography relying on continuous-wave DUV lasers might be within reach.
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